
In response to the wip undertaken in wk4 I made some big changes in my direction and refined the driver of my proposed project. This was more a week of 
reflection, thinking and technical testing and research rather than asset creation. I held several conversations with an IT geek neighbour and with James on 
MakeMyPC whom I chose to build my PC, to make my choices of hardware.

By analysing my project driver-direction as a view of feminism from within the practice of the discipline of Animation I showed that I might need to follow George 
Lucas’ comment that an artist has an idea and then creates or invents the technology rather than choosing the technology and then making the artwork. I have not 
been able to relate to the interpretation of “Animation” thus far in my studies and so will attempt to argue that “Animation” is a misnomer and that “Animation” as 
an art form is yet to be discovered. I will weave theories and opinions in the narrative of my story. Perhaps at this stage I will not include scholarly references to 
support my argument but keep on file for my Final woks, should this format survive the distance.

I am still keen to broadcast my work via Projection Mapping and use buildings and infrastructure surfaces as my canvas to support metaphorical, symbolic and 
practical plot points and story lines, from a feminist POV. Similar feminist POV work has been produced by Rebecca Harrison in her book “The Coming of the 
Projectionettes” where she investigates the spectatorship of women and the plight of the of women cinema projectionists in Britain in WW2. Whilst Harrison places
her work in a historical context I will take into consideration what would film look like from a female-gaze (as opposed to the male gaze) and the female spectator.
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TASKS  undertaken:
• Nominated the Driver of my project: Womanim:

And perhaps most importantly, I have abandoned the content of my folio plan iterative progress, as seen in the separately attached pdf, but not the method. The
content will now be dictated by the script.



• I narrowed the scope and the starting point on my telling the Rime by choosing Part the Third: Life-in-Death, as the POV from which to tell the tale. A narrative of the peril of 
erasing and ignoring women, especially when the question of the earth’s sustainability is paramount in today’s global considerations and conversations. I also began learning 
and experimenting with iClone and Character3  with the view of creating an animating my characters in this software.  I have decided I like the software and will invest in it 
once my student ID card arrives.



TASKS  undertaken:
• Deciding I need a Script to organize my work flow and create my characters and world, genres etc.
Character creation of the Hero.
If I had to be stranded on a desert island with one application only, it would be John Truby’s Screenwriting BB6, a story structuring and construction methodology. For my 
project, story structure and flow is paramount to maintain interest in the project. It helps me gather my thoughts to see what unfolds from my creative processes. John’s 
love and respect for his craft is a beautiful achievement and that he has managed to give that tool to others is an act of  great generosity in my eyes.


